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PRESIDENT’S
REPORT

explanation of boatbuilding techniques as well as some
material choices that are worth further consideration. The
use of UHMW (Ultra High Molecular Weight (polyethylene) for
frames and fibreglass for floors (frame and keel connections)
are 2 examples.

Peter Widders
October 2020

These videos, and others on the web, can lead to an
examination of what is a wooden boat and when is a boat
built with some wood no longer able to be called a wooden
boat?

WBA Apprentice Award

The fairly ‘furious’ debate of the 80s and 90s, in wooden
boat circles, saw a gradual acceptance of other types of
construction methods in the ‘mainstream’. An important
aspect of the use of plywood (stitch and glue, glued lapstrake
etc) has been the relative ease of construction with the
material compared to the skill level required for carvel
construction. While plywood is not appropriate for all types of
construction, its ease of use and availability has been a boon
for the amateur and professional alike. The future of wooden
boats depends, in this writer’s opinion, on the continuing
involvement of new builders who, after a successful first
project, often progress to other construction types. The
issue of boat style and boat construction will always be a
subjective one: this is no different to the world of cars and car
restorations and the world of model trains.

The inaugural WBA Apprentice Award has been presented to
Joe Street. Joe is completing Certificate 111 in Marine Craft
Construction with TAFE NSW and working at Simon Sadubin’s
Sydney Wooden Boats. The Committee has established this
annual Award to support current apprentices working in the
field of wooden boats. Apprentices were invited to submit
a brief application for the Award which closed at the end of
August.
The Award is made up of $500 to be used for the purchase
of hand tools and a 1 year membership of the WBA. Joe has
purchased a Stanley Compass Plane and a Record Rebate
Plane to supplement his tool collection.

Congratulations –Terry Lance

Hearty congratulations to WBA member Terry Lance, on
being awarded Honorary Life Membership of the Steam
Boat Association. Terry has been Secretary of the SBA since
autumn 2003 and introduced the current colour version of the
quarterly magazine, Steam Leak. Good one Terry!

Covid 19

The pandemic continues to impact so many aspects of our
lives in 2020. While the WBA Committee (9 people) has been
able to resume meetings at Gladesville Sporties, our General
Meetings are still subject to Health Regulations with respect
to the number of people allowed at an indoor meeting. With
social distancing of 1.5m still in operation, we would be
able to host fewer than 15 members in the meeting room at
Sporties. The Hal Harpur Award evening and Christmas Dinner
scheduled for Tuesday, 8 December has been postponed to
a date to be determined in 2021. The Committee is working
on options for the November Annual General Meeting of the
Association.

Timber Shows: The Canberra Show for 2020 has been
rescheduled for 13 and 14 November 2020. Hopefully, this
is the beginning of some sort of return to normal events and
activities.
Wooden Boat Magazines – Donation

Past-member, Tom Balfour, has donated approximately 200
issues of Wooden Boat magazine to the WBA. The magazines
are available for $2 per issue. Members may wish to use the
searchable index at https://www.woodenboat.com/searchback-issues-woodenboat-magazine to help refine their search
for a particular topic or article.
Requests can be sent to president@wbansw.asn.au:
individual magazines or multiple issues can be requested.
Postage at buyer’s cost: pick-up can be arranged.

Wooden Boats

Members may be aware of Louis Sauzedde (You Tube –
Tips from a Shipwright). Lou has a new series of videos on
You Tube detailing the build of a beautiful Alden schooner:
Building Evelyn Parts 1-5. The series contains the usual clear
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West Coast (US) designer, Tom Wylie, summed up the issue
very well with his comment: “if the Hereshoffs had access to
epoxy, they would have been up to their armpits in the stuff.”

The WBA’s Hal Harpur Award is a very important
part of the WBA ‘calendar’. The award recognises the
importance of the ‘story’ behind the project: the Award is
to a person rather than to a project. The challenge for the 3
judges is to identify “the person or persons who in the past
12 months has completed a project which best contributes
to our objectives of encouraging the retention of wooden
boat building skills or the preservation of wooden boats or
maritime artifacts” (WBA Hal Harpur Handbook).
Matters considered by the judges include the background and
motivations of the nominees, the skills and skills development
evident in the project and the contribution made to the
world of wooden boats in general. By the time this issue of
Scuttlebutt reaches our members, nominations for the Award
will have closed and preparations for a somewhat altered
Award process will be under consideration by the Committee.

Donations to the WBA

This issue of Scuttlebutt contains information about a Kayak
Donation and the process adopted by the Committee to
conduct a ‘sealed bid’ auction for this generous donation.
Donation by the WBA
The Committee has been advised that the $500 donation,
given to the Cobargo/Quaama Quilters to support bushfire
relief has been allocated. This process has been delayed
due to the impact of Covid 19 on the affected areas of the
south coast. The Quilters have advised that they were able to
secure additional funds. This meant that $500 was donated
to both Cobargo and Quaama Public Schools. A Certificate of
Appreciation has been received from both schools.
Stay safe and connected until we can meet again.
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WBA Apprentice Award and
Sydney Wooden Boats Visit
By Peter Widders

Four members of the WBA Committee visited the
boatshed of Sydney Wooden Boats at Mona Vale
recently to present the inaugural WBA Apprentice
Award to Joe Street. Joe is in his second year of
the Marine Craft Construction Certificate 111 at
Ultimo TAFE, and is employed 4 days a week at
Sydney Wooden Boats. Joe spends the 5th day
of each week at Ultimo TAFE.
Joe is engaged in all aspects of wooden boat
repair and is currently building new spars for
a 20ft Couta boat. This work has followed hull
sanding and preparation for painting, as well as
work on the repair of the centreboard case. The
case has been removed, disassembled and is in
the process of being repaired to be reinstalled on
the boat.
Joe indicated that a standout project for him at
the yard to date had been the total restoration
of the 23ft Ranger Class yacht ‘CAREEL’. This
project involved all aspects of wooden boat
restoration, including replacing sections of the
sheer clamps, removal and replacement of all
the chainplates, replacing 4 damaged frames,
resheathing the deck and replacing upper
sponsons and toerails.
Joe will be using his award to purchase a classic
Stanley Victor compass plane and a Record 3 in
! shoulder plane – both specialised hand tools
used in timber boat construction.
Sydney Wooden Boats was established in
2000 and is run by Simon Sadubin. The yard
is passionate about the restoration of wooden
boats and uses a balance of old and new
materials to effect restorations that will last
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70 + years with appropriate care. Two Willam
Fife-designed 6 metres have been restored in
recent years – ‘SJO-RO’ and ‘JUDITH PIHL’ with
a 3rd Fife 6 metre due in the yard shortly called
‘RENDEZVOUS’. The small boatshed will see the
new build of a classic 16ft Bill Fisher- designed
clinker putt-putt continue in 2021.
Owner, Simon Sadubin, emphasised the
importance of careful analysis of each boat
before a restoration begins. The importance
of properly sealing and bedding areas of wood
such as rubbing strakes and centreboard cases,
before installation, was an important aspect
of the yard’s approach. Old components are
sometimes reused when appropriate, with
new components constructed with improved
features where failures had been evident. The
use of modern materials, such as epoxy resin
and biaxial cloth, are used where their use
ensures greater longevity of the boat. The inside
of centreboard cases, cabin tops and decks
are three examples of where some modern
materials can be used to great effect.
Simon is passionate about the future of
his craft and Joe is the 5th indentured
apprentice employed under his tutelage. A
20-year commitment to the future skills of
our craft certainly speaks volumes about this
commitment. The chance to undertake work
across the full gamut of wooden boat repair and
restoration techniques is an invaluable career
start for apprentices.
Simon is looking to employ an additional
apprentice in 2021 and can contacted by a
motivated person who is passionate about
timber boats at sydneywoodenboats@gmail.
com
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TRIVIA TIME
Septebmer Answer:

NO correct answers to last month’s trivia question. That could be a worry but actually no answers at all so the prize rolls over.
Missed the easy stuff and now it gets tougher.
repeated three times in a row during the initial emergency declaration “Mayday mayday mayday”, the term “mayday”, is the
phonetic equivalent of the French m’aider (from venez m’aider, “come [and] help me”). There’s a couple of versions of how it
came about.
The repetition is used to prevent it being mistaken for some similar-sounding phrase under noisy conditions, and to distinguish an actual mayday call from a message about a mayday call.
“Pan-pan” (from the French: panne, ‘a breakdown’) indicates
an urgent situation, such as a mechanical failure or a medical
problem, of a lower order than a grave and imminent threat
requiring immediate assistance. Also repeated 3 times.

October Trivia:

Part One: Name the bits circled red sticking out from the side
of this boat-wreck.
Part Two: This month’s word is euphroe. What is it and on
what type of vessel would you find it and what is it’s function.
Three questions in one.
Answers to Nick Lawther
secretary@wbansw.asn.au

KAYAK AUCTION
Another generous recent donation to the WBA is a 5.1m
wooden kayak. The kayak was built by a skilled amateur boat
builder approximately 40 years ago. The kayak is an example
of a ‘tortured ply’ kayak with a stringer framework for the hull
and deck. It was built approximately 50 years ago. The hull is
approximately 4mm thick plywood with the deck approximately 3mm plywood. The hull and deck are not sheathed in glass
cloth, but the varnish is in good condition from being stored
under cover. The kayak weighs just under 20kg.
The kayak has a foot controlled rudder. In its present configuration, the kayak is suited to a paddler under 176cm due to
the position of the foot pedals. The pedals can be moved to
accommodate a taller paddler. The kayak has a seat and a
double paddle.

How to bid:
1.By mail
Addressed to WBA of NSW Inc PO Box 884 Gladesville
2111.
Simply include your name, contact details and price bid for
the kayak.
2.By Email
To President@wbansw.asn.au
Simply include your name, contact details and price bid for
the kayak.
Questions ? Peter Widders 0481583794

As with other donations, the Committee has discussed options for selling/auctioning the kayak to members.
The kayak will be auctioned to members under a ‘sealed bid’
arrangement: bids must be received by Friday, 30 October
2020.
The Committee has set a reserve price of $1,000 for the
kayak.
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STORM KING PART 2
TRADITIONAL CUTTER
RIGGED SLOOP BUILT HOBART
LAUNCHED 1928
By Brian Sheratt
In the following decades, accurate information
is sketchy but we do know that in the 1970s, she
was owned by a young fellow who sailed singlehand up to the Whitsunday islands and back.
Evidently a partner and child joined the voyage
so the yacht changed hands again to become a
Volunteer Coastal Patrol vessel south of Sydney
in Port Hacking.
During this time her original sail plan was
modified and she was fitted with a much larger
timber mast positioned further aft. Her classic
Tasmanian ‘shed’ over the cockpit was removed
and additional keel ballast installed with a lot of
internal steel support. Finally, a powerful 36 Hp
Perkins diesel was shoehorned in and connected
to a massive 20” 3 blade prop! Performing
several offshore rescues in high seas, she would
have resembled a submarine as she ploughed
through the waves.
In the early 1980s, Newcastle businessman Rob
Savage acquired her and she moved to Lake
Macquarie. A lot of money would be spent over
the next few years with her original spartan
interior replaced with Oregon furniture at the
Lake but in Sydney, local craftsmen beautifully
restyled her cockpit adding a self draining
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feature, lashings of teak trim and for her Huon
planks, a smooth two pack epoxy paint finish.
New sails were designed and fitted with new,
heavy stainless steel rigging and a new, light
weight fresh water cooled, 3 cylinder Nanni 22
hp diesel was installed and mated to a new
3:1 gearbox and a smaller, 18” three bladed
propeller.
With the latter motor/prop combination now
fine-tuned and unlike many older yachts, Storm
King is a satisfying motor vessel. With her very
fine entry, narrow waterline beam and almost
wake-less counter stern, she proves to be a fast,
economical and quiet motor yacht. She has
even won motor races against similar traditional
boats.
In the early 90s Storm King was named ‘Venona’
and presented very nicely. She passed a tough
survey, proving to be a very sound and attractive
vessel. Although it must be said that her original
build quality and Huon pine planking probably
had more to do with surviving the ravages of
time and some careless treatment than any
planned preservation. With the proliferation of
GRP yachts in the ‘70s, old wooden boats so
often fell into the hands of those who could
afford the purchase price but rarely, the upkeep.
Storm King’s classic Tasmanian ‘shed’ over the
small cockpit had been removed decades earlier
but she retained her original flush deck which
afforded both excellent views to the horizon
as well as a thorough crew drenching from any
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STORM KING won
two categories at the
1996 Sydney Wooden
Boat Festival: ‘Best
Presented Yacht’ and
‘Best in Show’.

boisterous green sea!
Although ‘modernised’ during a 1970s refit,
there was some concern about the heavy mild
steel braces that had been added to support
the additional keel and external lead ballast.
Steel working against wood is rarely a happy
union so the then owner Craig Marshall decided
to remove the rusting floors and replace them
with laminated hardwood and so began another
staged refit which was to occupy Craig and a
team of shipwrights for nearly a year.
1) Step one was to remove the 1980s fit-out
of clunky Oregon that was more suited to
a farmhouse than a yacht. With the interior
completely gutted, the original ribs and copper
fastenings were inspected and found to be in
perfect condition so work began to remove
the rusting steel floors and replace them with
steamed, laminated hardwood.
Corroded mild steel keel bolts were also
replaced with stainless and the garboard seams
were re-calked, new spotted gum timbers were
fashioned with an adze and through bolted to
fair out the gap between the hull and external
lead ballast.
2) On completion of stage one and with the
interior still bare, it was decided to improve
headroom below decks. This has always been a
dilemma for modern owners of classic yachts,
as builders in the 1930s. Additional headroom
is often gained at the expense of style so we
chose only a small height extension immediately
over the galley area. The new cabin sides
featured a traditional compound curve that was
epoxy laminated using thin plywood strips but
fine tongue & groove timberwork formed the
compound curve of the cabin roof. This superb
workmanship styled and built by Steve H, senior
shipwright at Castlecrag Marine, now retired.
Building the new cabin only required cutting one
cross beam yet excellent design and execution
improved the overall strength and integrity of the
yacht as well as offering a significant headroom
improvement below decks. It also provided
the crew with shelter from a sea in the small,
traditional cockpit.
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Thereafter Storm King
spent many years
lying “fallow” on her
mooring in Sydney.
Unsurprisingly she
required attention
to rescue her from
certain demise,
scuttling was
considered. Brian
and Felicity Sherratt
bought her in April
2015 and commenced a repair and restoration
exercise, not unexpected this continues. The
mast, bowsprit and hull repairs were carried out
by shipwrights the rest by the owners.
The restoration was addressed in the stages
1/Hull, mast, spars and rigging;
Shipwrights were engaged to address this stage
* Mast; new spreader, standing rigging and the
really big task of cutting out and replacing rotten
Douglas Fir and painting
*Bowsprit was rotted through; a new hardwood
bowsprit and bow roller was installed.
*The original hull is in remarkable condition
and apart from some popped caulking required
little attention. (Huon Pine is quite marvellous).
However, the aft gunnels had been raised at
some point using ply this had rotted in places, so
some reasonably extensive repairs were carried
out.
* Main boom and Self-tacking Staysail boom
stripped back and refinished.
*Wooden Blocks are restored and where required
new blocks were made.
* Rub rails required replacing. Spotted Gum was
using instead of the previous teak both for cost
reasons and to adhere to her heritage.
2/Cockpit and deck:
*Cockpit; the biggest undertaking by the
owners. Mild steel angle iron had been used as
reinforcement. Well salt water and mild steel …
need I say more. With the help of a multi material
wrecking saw the entire cockpit was removed.
Surprise, the mess below was huge mixture of
diesel, rust, seawater and muck. After removing
all the rubbish the inside hull and bilge was
cleaned and repainted, all hoses replaced and
new water tank installed. The fuel tank was
cleaned out and reinstalled with new hoses and
deck fittings.
The Nanni diesel engine was thoroughly cleaned,
serviced and repainted
The cockpit was reassembled at home and
an entirely new replacement was fabricated
using 316 stainless steel as re-enforcement.
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Engine room and fuel tank access hatches were
included.
* Exposed timbers scraped, sanded back and
re-varnished.
*Teak deck caulking had succumbed to the
ravages of exposure and leaked in several
places. All the caulking was removed and
replaced. Not a recommended occupation.
*Solid paintwork all sanded back and recoated.
3 Below decks
Over the past 12 months attention turned
to the main and forward cabins. All fittings
were removed to expose the hull interior and
bulkheads and thus facilitate cleaning and
repaint. Restoration and varnishing of timber and
cleaning of brass and bronze was carried out
in a home workshop. Completed assembly of
below decks has seen to the comfort aspects of
a truly remarkable yacht.
This testament to a ‘can do’ era of craftsmen and
sailors is now looks forward to the next 80 odd
years with confidence. And for us to reflect on all
of those who sailed, were rescued by, took care
of and loved her.

The Paynesville Report
By Chris Dicker

A couple of days ago Gilli and I were having our
early morning coffee on the verandah. An hour
before, the temperature gauge had shown zero.
Well it is only early in the spring. Old Sol pokes
his head over the tree line about seven and blazes away at anything that has dared to freeze. We
realized that it has been three years since I drove
the first peg into the block of ground we have
since called home.
On the same morning we took Westwind out and
had a fine sail across Lake Victoria and back
for nothing else but the shear joy of sailing. The
wind blowing in your sails without them flapping
and driving the boat in an agreeable direction.
On the following day I was invited out on Lizzie
again and for the purpose of exploration and
adventure. This time it was a day trip across
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Lake Victoria almost due South till we came
upon the narrow strip of sand that separates
the lake from the 90 mile beach and Bass Strait,
here we turned east and headed up Bunga Arm,
which the old timers call the ‘back lake’. Half way
along we nosed into the sand, lit a small fire and
cooked some snags for lunch. This is having
lunch without the fuss!! We then walked across
the narrow strip of sand and onto the 90 mile
beach. When there is anything strong from the
southerly quarters we hear the sea pounding on
the beach from our place six miles away, how it
does not broach that strip of sand is a mystery.
Having said that, there are two places along the
arm, which they call blow holes where sea water
bubbles up through the sand. It was a shear delight to wend our way through the shallow sand
islands where many black swans nest and there
is a large pelican rookery now in full swing. There
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was something of a family atmosphere sharing
the waterway with hundreds of swans and their
tiny infants. They have between one and six
or seven cygnets but most families consist of
mum and dad and four young. The swans mate
for life and we have seen some terrible fights if
there is an interloper. It is a tough life out there
with wedge tail and sea eagles circling around
for easy pickings. The lovable pelicans are not
averse to scooping up the odd cygnet either.
Lizzie ghosted along under her lug sail without
disturbing the peace but it seems this stretch of
water is very popular in summer especially with
ski boats and other motorised monsters as it is
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very sheltered.
Just when we thought winter is over we are back
down to frosts and maximums of 13 degrees.
We are both enjoying the cool weather as we
know too well it can get very hot in East Gippsland.
With the easing of restrictions, at least in regional areas, it is good to see people out and about
again and especially enjoying the company of
fellow human beings.
Kindest regards to everyone.
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Martindale’s Engine - Gardner 8L3B
A Salvage Success
By Julie Lowes

Right:
Sydney Heritage
Fleet volunteers who
restored Martindale’s
engine. L-R George
Von Martin, Terry Stephens, David Morcom
and Stewart Ross.
Bottom:
Sydney Heritage Fleet
volunteers installing
the 8L3B on Martindale
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Like much of
Martindale’s
restoration, this
is a story of fate.
Michael York one
of Martindale’s
trustees recounts:
My next step was
to let it be known
around Sydney that
we needed a six or
an eight cylinder
Gardener engine
with a gearbox. A
short time later
fate came to our
assistance when
Sean Langman
phoned me and said
I have just salvaged a boat called Blue Moon,
a 100 ft charter boat with two eight cylinder
Gardner engines which had been under water
for three months. Would you like the engines? I
immediately phoned Chris Stannard and he sent
down a truck with a high ab crane to pick up the
engines and deliver them to the Sydney Heritage
Fleet workshop in Rozelle Bay.
I had no idea what I was going to do with these
newly acquired engines but I knew they had to
be pulled down within a week before corrosion
set in. Fate played another card as it happened
that Stewart Ross had just arrived as a volunteer
at the Sydney Heritage Fleet and among other
things he is a first class diesel mechanic. We
built a team of five - Terry Stephens, David
Morcom, George Von Martin and myself and

within a week we had the two engines stripped
down.
There was a great deal of cleaning and painting
of the parts of both engines. The gudgeon pins
had to be pushed out of the pistons with the
hydraulic press as they were becoming corroded
in. The piston rings were all corroded in but were
able to be freed up. The aluminium pistons were
in good condition. In fact all the internal parts
were put back into the rebuild. The only purchase
we needed to make was a few “O” rings. The thin
aluminium air intakes were re made by Hillary
Hansen.
Blue Moon, built in 1975 at Innisfail Queensland
as the Whitsunday Wanderer, was the largest
timber boat ever built in Australia. She spent
10 years carrying passengers around the
Whitsunday Islands before transferring to
Sydney to be used for charters. She sank in
Berry’s Bay on 27 February 2010.
The restored engine was successfully
commissioned in November 2011 in the Sydney
Heritage Fleet workshop and was installed on
Martindale in early 2012. A recent oil change has
resolved our dropping oil pressure issue.
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WBA members may place a non-commercial ad free of charge for 3 months and
then $20 for another 3 months. Non-members are charged $40 with a picture
and text. Ads will run for three months before they are removed.
Submissions close on the 21st of each month.
NOTE: Items for free, No Charge. Contact the Editor.

BUY SWAP and SELL
FOR SALE

LEFT:
Fifty Wooden Boats – Forty Wooden Boats
– Thirty Wooden Boats (damaged but intact) $10 each or $20 for all three

FOR SALE - Beautifully restored boat, varnished topsides,
cove green bottom, original leathered one piece oars, cotton
sails, wooden blocks, oregon mast, red Blaxland pup, bronze
shaft/ propeller/ vortex bilge pump, 2 rudders (one for sailing,
one for motoring). Has been garaged for the last 20 years.
Comes with trailer (needs to be registered) and black cover.
Contact Ben Goh - 0409927338

RIGHT:
Built to last – The Story of shipwrights of
Port Cygnet, Tasmania and their Boats 1863
– 1997 Alex Graeme-Evans and Peter Wilson
$20 Good condition
Contact: President@wbansw.asn.au

FOR SALE
Blaxland Super
Pup, 4 1/4HP,
single cylinder,
excellent condition,
ready to
work, spare
magneto, fuel
tank, handbook,
lots of spare parts
$1,000.00 {the lot}
Ross Skeels 0413
445 533

FOR SALE
1938 classic Wally Ward double-ender. H
 istoric Vessel Reg.
ARHV 000495. Designed on the Metacentric Shelf Theory.
Precursor to the Carmen Class and a string of famous
Swanson double-enders. Professional restoration & engine
re-build. Well maintained and lightly used.
NZ Kauri on spotted gum @ 6” cntrs. $27,000 Ph John for
details 0414 248839.

FOR SALE
Survitec 4-man life
raft in solid container,
2014, regularly serviced but due again,
$500. Ian Smith 0412
039 589

FREE TO A GOOD HOME
The 'Whimbrel' is a 1940, approx 12m long, copper sheathed, wooden hull schooner, with
extensive wooden carving inside (Solomon Islands), sleeps six with a head.
We had been restoring her over the years but after sinking earlier in the year due to a
ferocious storm and laying at the bottom for 2 weeks, she is now sadly in need of total
restoration. She is floating and the bilge pump works, run by solar power.
We are offering her free to a wooden boat enthusiast or a shipwright student wanting to
practice their skills. She is currently moored at Berowra Waters and needs a new home.
Donna Horwood - 0438 436 880

LOOKING FOR
LOOKING FOR - Can you please assist me!
I’m looking for a suitable road worthy galvanised boat trailer,
to suit a dinghy of LOA 2.40m.
The dinghy is built from foam sandwich, it is super light so
I’m not looking for a heavy duty boat trailer.
The trailer can be of the non tilt version, fitted with skids or
rollers.
Alan Stannard 0402 627 524
stannard68@optusnet.com.au
LOOKING FOR INFORMATION
Hi Chris, I am currently undertaking some research on a
vessel that was built in 1978 by James & Brindle. Photo
attached is Ocean Mist. What I have found so far, is a boat
named Clean Mist built in 1973, I have found no other boats
built by them. I’m thinking that perhaps Clean Mist
and Ocean Mist are one of the same. The current owner has
been told that her vessel had been to Tasmania and then to
South Australia where she is currently undergoing a refit. This
information was
documented
for Clean Mist.
Have you any
knowledge
of James &
Brindle.
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LOOKING FOR
I am looking for a 15 inch 3 blade bronze propeller with a 12
inch pitch, left handed.
Member name: Karen Portch
Phone number: 0427046363
LOOKING FOR
Wanted. Light fibreglass, dinghy able to row two adults. This
is to replace my stolen tender. Suitable for council tender rack
at Rose Bay.
Contact netta@bigpond.net.au
LOOKING FOR INFORMATION
Hello - I am president of the Jervis Bay Maritime Museum
in Huskisson. I was wondering if you may be able to help
us. We have been offered a donation of a 12 foot cedar skiff
called the ‘Accolade’ built by a Mr Vic Hoyle in Jervis Bay in
1951, and sailed by the Lane Cove Yacht Club. We are trying
to find out more information about the builder and the boat.
Mori Flapan’s online register of boats has one built by Vic
Hoyle in Jervis Bay in 1949, but that is the only listing for Vic
Hoyle. Can you help?
Much appreciated,
Michael Sutton 0411 264 786
president@jbmm.asn.au
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MERCHANDISE
Members are able to purchase/order
items at a General Meeting or by email
to the Merchandise Officer, Sally Ostlund,
(salsonsquarerig@gmail.com) AND to
the Treasurer (treasurer@wbansw.asn.
au)
When items are not in stock, they will be
ordered and advice provided about availability and delivery costs.

NEW MEMBERS
A warm welcome to the new members listed below:
John Archer
Daniel Hurst
Massimo Francioni

PROJECT UPDATE
Propgressing nicely, Bill Thompson’s Folkboat which has
featured in previous editions is nearing completion with
altifouling, sails and interior cushions imminent.
keep up the good work Bill, we are all keen to see her on the
water!
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